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Biofield imaging clearly shows the energy states before and after 
the establishment of the REBAL  - a technique to increase your energy field 
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Picture courtesy of The Monroe Institute
https://www.monroeinstitute.org/blog/tips-strengthening-expanding-and-using-your-biofield-resonant-energy-balloon-rebal  

What is REBAL?

https://www.monroeinstitute.org/blog/tips-strengthening-expanding-and-using-your-biofield-resonant-energy-balloon-rebal


Craig explained his process for REBAL ,

‘I did a house blessing. The most striking part of the experience was the very sharp and 
instantaneous change  of state that took place immediately with the establishment 
of the REBAL (increased energy) for the house.  

I filmed the procedure and processed the live-stream through the Biofield Reader software 
which recorded the processed footage too.

The reason I can attribute the change of state with the establishment of  the REBAL is that I 
used hand gestures to show the timing of any possible spirit-associated activities during my
Exercises, as well as to indicate the time I intentioned the REBAL into place. 



Craig meditates, concentrates on his breathing and visualises the light/energy forming in a 
ball around him – before he ‘initiates’ it throughout and  around his house 



Meditation continues. Note the red energy to the forehead (brow chakra)   



Craig’s hands move – they signal that he is initiating the REBAL. 



Craig’s hands move – they signal that he is initiating the REBAL. Craig’s intention is to expand the light/energy ball which he has created around him so it 
permeates throughout and around his house as a blessing. Craig’s hands continue to move in 
a circle to indicate (for the camera) that he is initiating the REBAL.  



Craig’s arms have almost completed their circle. We can see a dramatic difference in the 
light/energy on and around him. His brow is now green which indicates balance. 
His whole chest area (heart and solar plexus chakras) have increased in frequency becoming a 
more vibrant gold colour. His palms contain lots of green.



Before REBAL After REBAL

Darker than ‘after’ image
Brow/face area red (possible energy congestion/stress)
Heart and solar plexus areas green (balance) 
Some red congestion to thighs

Discussion
Red may indicate congested energy where the energy is not flowing smoothly, but it 
can also be seen as a dynamic force. For example, it has been seen around healer’s hands 
and  on/around Qi Gong masters. The red here could be an indication of dynamic energy 
building. 
The resultant green and gold after initiating the  energy balloon indicates higher 
light/energy vibrations.  

Brighter than ‘before’ image
Energy around and above head expanded
Brow area now green (balance)
Some of red congestion to throat and face diminished, more 
blue (calming) seen 
Heart, solar plexus and shoulder areas gold, a higher vibration than
green
Thighs now green (higher vibration than red) and a higher vibration
of gold
Green balance seen in palms of hands 



To see live-stream video footage of Craig’s session 
which shows the dramatic changes in light/energy

https://youtu.be/X_f3pLDtSPI
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